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Peon and Helper General 
Knowledge, 
Simple Arithmetic 

100 1. Which one of the following fraction is greater than 3/7 ? 
(A) 2/3           (B) 2/5            (C) 6/19  (D) None of these  

2.    CLEAN means the same as 
             (A) Dirty      (B) Corrupt   (C) Pure  (D) None of these 
3.   Which of the following rivers has its Origin outside India ? 
             (A) Ravi (B) Brahmaputra  (C) Kaveri  (D) Mahanadi 
4. Parrot is to Bird as Potato is to 
 (A) Eat   (B) Vegetable       (C) Ground       (D) Round 

Driver General 
Knowledge, 
Simple Arithmetic, 
Professional 
Knowledge 

100  1. The price of 36 apples is Rs.108 /-. Find out the price of 100 apples. 
                 (A) Rs. 600 /-        (B) Rs. 500 /-   (C) Rs. 300 /- (D) None of these 
2. Fill in the blank with appropriate word. 
 Ambition does not always conduce ________ ultimate happiness. 
 (A) on (B) at (C) to (D) of 
3.  Which of the following river is NOT in Gujarat? 
     (A) Sabarmati  (B) Tapi  (C) Mahanadi   (D) All of these 
4. Parrot is to Bird as Potato is to 
             (A) Eat  (B) Vegetable       (C) Ground       (D) Round 
5.  Traffic sign signaling ‘caution’ is in which shape? 
     (A) Square  (B) Rectangle  (C) Triangle  (D) None of these  

Jr. Assistant cum 
Typist 

General 
Knowledge, 
Mathematics, 
General ability 
and reasonings 

120 1. Fill in the blank with appropriate words: 
 Fame ________ to touch him, he took no ________ in his renown, his work. 
 (A) approached . . . notice (B) came . . . attention 
 (C) failed . . . pride   (D) tired . . . proud 
2.   Globalisation means 

(A) Financial market system is centered in a single state 
(B) The growth of a single unified world market 
(C) Geographical location of a firm is of utmost importance 
(D) Foreign capitalist transactions  

3.  The age of a boy is 20 years. 5 years ago, his father’s age was 3 times his age. Now his father’s age 
is 

 (A) 60 years (B) 55 years (C) 50 years (D) 65 years 
4. If FISH is coded as HKUJ, DOG is coded as 
       (A) DGO  (B) WLT  (C) FQI  (D) MOJ 
5.  Plotter is a(n) ________ device. 
  (A) output  (B) input  (C) Both (A) and (B)  (D) None of the 

 


